Clowning Around
Instructors - Cliff Reay & Eric Reinheimer
Thursday 1:45-3:30PM

Feb. 6   Introduction and a little history of clowns
Feb. 13  White face – start applying makeup
Feb. 20  More White face makeup
Feb. 27  Watch early day clowns
Mar. 5   Balloon twisting
Mar. 12  More twisting balloons
Mar. 19  NO CLASS- SPRING BREAK
Mar. 26  Basic magic – sleight of hand
Apr. 2   Good and bad clowns – what has happened
Apr. 9   Clowning in medicine – today
Apr. 16  Party time – lets clown around

There will be lots of time to watch videos and learn about the history of clowns. We will be doing “hands on techniques” to learn about the art of Clowning. Makeup application is not mandatory. You can watch or do whatever you feel comfortable with.

Clowns just want to have fun! We want YOU to have fun.